®

Designed for Painting Subcontractors
Painting contractors and professionals know that different materials require different painting
techniques. We believe your estimating software should, too. The EDGE® features painting
conditions that can combine material and labor choices, so that it automatically knows whether
to use a sprayer, roller, or brush and calculate materials and labor rates accordingly. The EDGE
Smart Labor® feature can even automatically calculate the extra time needed to move a ladder
when the wall height increases.
Produce detailed reports, profit recaps, alternate pricing, ordering, job costing, and more in an instant.

Exclusive Industry-Leading Features for Takeoff and Estimating.
One of the Best Painting Takeoff Systems Available!
The EDGE professional painting estimating software is both robust and powerful, yet so easy to learn that
most painting contractors or professional estimators will be up and running in a week or less.

The EDGE features:
• Complete all-in-one painting takeoff and
cost-estimating software solution
• Painting assemblies that combine material and
labor choices, so The EDGE automatically knows
whether to use a sprayer, roller, or brush and then
calculate materials and labor rates accordingly.
• Applying vinyl wall coverings or wallpaper? The
EDGE has you covered. Our incremental takeoff
allows you to get the most out of your materials
costs with a minimum of waste.
• The EDGE Smart Labor feature automatically
calculates the extra time needed to move a
ladder when the wall height increases.
• Produce detailed reports, profit recaps, alternate
pricing, ordering, job costing, and more in an
instant.

The Professional Choice for Takeoff
and Construction Estimating Software

Cloud Based
Your estimates and data will safely and
securely reside in the cloud, allowing both
estimators and their teams to work together
even when you can’t get together.

Analytics and Reporting

Trade-Speciﬁc Solutions

Insight is there whenever you need it.

The EDGE is completely customized

Access to key analytics and reporting are

to your trade, and is intelligent

always at your ﬁngertips, giving you

enough to use the same language,

the tools you need to make more

manufacturers, and measurements

informed decisions.

that you use in your business.

Best Customer Service

One-on-One Training

Expect the industry’s absolute best

Our estimating software is intuitive, but

customer service from sales, support,

we offer hands-on training and awesome

and training staff who have actual

tech support to ensure your business

experience in your trade. Count on us

is able to get the most out of it.

as part of your team.

Industry-Leading Features
Dedicated to innovation and streamlining
the estimating process, The EDGE is the only
solution that offers cutting-edge features like
Smart Labor®, and the ability to automatically
update an entire project with a click of the mouse.

Customizable Reports

1. Drawing Report
Gain a competitive edge by submitting
with every bid! With the visual representation
of what was measured and quantities,
Owners/General Contractors can see
exactly what’s in your bid number and
have confidence that your price accurately
reflects the job. Or, use to transfer knowledge
to the field or other departments ensuring
everyone is on the same page.

2. Stocking Report
Quickly determine your material needs since
this report lists materials broken out by
quantity. You can generate this report for
your entire job or just a specific phase-area.

3. Pricing Report
Shop around for the best prices from suppliers.
This report lists materials, broken out by
per-unit pricing. You can generate this report
for your entire job or just by phase.

4. Paint Color Chart
A field favorite! Visually show what primer
or paint to apply and where.

5. Labor Report
Know exactly how much time was estimated
for labor. A must-have for your supervisor
or foreman to keep installers on-track. This
report can be broken out by units (unit costs
and hours) or time (hours and days).

6. Recap Report
Project overview summarizing all costs.
Includes material and labor costs, and
displays equipment and any markups such
as taxes, overhead and profit. Use to create
a proposal or just view total project costs.

7. Consolidated Report
Create a budget from this report since
it breaks down all materials and labor
by amount and cost.
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